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Introduction
• Challenges in establishing climate conscious cities:
–
–
–
–

Little awareness of potentials and feasibility
Widely distributed decision makers and potentials
Many feed-back mechanisms in integrated energy systems
Cities need their upland for resources

• Physically carbon-neutral cities relate to their geography:
– Renewable energy is location specific and of low density
– Utility services require sufficient densities and short distances
Möller, B 2008, 'A heat atlas for demand and supply management in
Denmark', Management of Environmental Quality, vol. 19, nr. 4, pp. 467-479.

Energy atlases
quantitatively map:
–
–
–
–

End use (heat, electricity, services, transport)
Supply infrastructures (district heating, natural gas)
Renewable energy sources (wind, biomass, solar etc)
Institutional aspects (planning, administration,
markets)

Data sources: MidtNord and Frederikshavn municipality, 2009

Factors that influence energy end use
of the built environment

• Building properties:
– Age, construction, shape, area, location and use
– Means of heating, general condition, ownership

• Occupant and behavioural factors:
– Number, age, education, income, life-cycle status

Heat planning in Denmark
District heating areas
Natural gas areas

• Bottom-up approach: local means, national aims
• Heat plans were formulated in the 1970s to 1980s, prescribing the
type of supply system and fuels to be used
• Predestined supply technology for each local area
• Closer analysis reveals issues of mismanagement, misuse, and
uncertainty of basic data.
Data source: Danish Energy Agency, 2007

District heating and energy savings

• There are several aspects which lead to contradictions:
– Connection is often mandatory and without alternative
– Low heat prices comprise no economic encouragement
– Marginal heat savings at rate of extension.

End-use oriented energy planning
is a spatial discipline

• The location of energy end users is determined by:
– Development of urban and rural areas
– Economic growth patterns leading to sprawl or compaction

• The location of energy end users determines:
– The technical and economical feasibility of district heating and
other forms of collective supply
– The environmental gains of collective supply
Data sources: MidtNord 2009 and KMS G24-98

Gridded uniform spatial reference

• The Danish Square Grid is a uniform reference to
building and demographical statistics
• A grid size of 100 m reflects the typical variation in
urban areas
• In a grid, sensitive statistical data can be aggregated
Data source: KMS, G24-98

Mapping building properties

The combination of building register data and the square grid allows for
mapping the spatial development of urban areas Data source: KMS, G24-98
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Building-sharp spatial data base

The geographical data on the building stock is available for
each postal address on the single building level.
Data sources: MidtNord 2009 and KMS, G24-98

Spatial analyses in the raster domain
The energy atlas database forms the basis for extensive analyses of the
spatial relations between energy efficiency potentials and their costs.
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Data source: KMS G24-98

Identifying new district heating areas
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Knowledge on the location of heat demand relative to current and possible collective
heat supply has made feasible an analysis of the effects of extending district heating.
Dyrelund, A, Lund, H, Möller, B, Mathiesen, BV, Fafner, K, Knudsen, S, Lykkemark, B, Ulbjerg, F, Laustsen, TH, Larsen, JM &
Holm, P 2008, Varmeplan Danmark (Heat Plan Denmark), Aalborg Universitet. Can be downloaded here: www.dff.dk

Resource-economic analyses
Cumulative investments [mio DKK]
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Dyrelund, A, Lund, H, Möller, B, Mathiesen, BV, Fafner, K, Knudsen, S, Lykkemark, B, Ulbjerg, F, Laustsen, TH, Larsen, JM &
Holm, P 2008, Varmeplan Danmark, Aalborg Universitet.

Extending district heating
into the suburbs
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Image: Carbon dioxide atlas of Copenhagen

• CO2 production of the single building is calculated
based on net heat demand, supply technology and fuels
used.
• CO2 atlases illustrate hot spots and target locations in
urban areas and their upland.

Conclusions
• Using publicly available data, energy atlases are essential
tools to identify in numbers and by location:
– Potentials for saving end use energy in the built environment
– Potentials and costs of extending collective utilities
– Pathways of transition towards carbon-neutral towns and
cities

• A call for the development of spatial models has been
identified to renew and redevelop urban energy
planning:
– By integration of all technological options
– By using modern data and methods
– By linking urban energy issues to other fields of sustainable
development

